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Abstract 
As an interlaced subject, the research of intelligent video surveillance is built on 
the basis of computer science, computer network techniques, digital signal processing, 
computer vision etc. And the classification of moving object is especially important in 
intelligent video surveillance.To comprehensive understand the activity of the specific 
objects in the video so as to detect the latent dangerous factors and raise alarms is The 
final goal of intelligent video surveillance.  
Our research is mainly about the development of the intelligent video surveillance 
system of Jinjiang tax-office building. And the contens of this paper can be 
summarized as follows: 
Firstly, we introduce the research objectives and significance of intelligent video 
surveillance system, the domestic and foreign development present situation and the 
research level and the main research content is educed as well. Secondly, this paper 
introduces the related concepts and techniques which lay the theoretical foundation 
for the next works. Thirdly, the demand analysis is performed which includes the 
requirements of the system, the functional requirement, the role analysis, the 
non-functional requirements etc. Fourthly, the detail design scheme of the intelligent 
video surveillance syste which includes the detail design scheme of each modules. 
Fifthly, we introduce the development process of the surveillance system. Finally, we 
perform the test on the intelligent video surviellance system. And theresults show that 
our surveillance system with high accuracy and strong robustness basically achieves 
the goal. 
All in all, the research topic of this paper is a topic which has a large theoretical 
research value and practical significance. And the intelligent video surveillance 
system developed by us is a stable system with high detection accuracy and 
performance. 
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第一章 绪  论  
1.1 研究背景与研究意义 




































































































































也提出了 CDVP（The Cooperative  Distributed  Vision  Project）计划，将一些公
共场所（例如：大型超市、礼堂、教室等）和住宅小区通通纳入了智能视频监控
的范围，完成对这些地方的智能监控与保护。随后 DARPA 组织又推进了另外一
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